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Living In Egypt
US oil producer Apache Corp is the largest oil producing company in Egypt. It started its operations in the country 25 years ago, where it
seeks to carry out major investment plan ...
Egypt is an attractive country for investments, thanks to its economic reforms over the past seven years: Apache Corp CEO
Father s body retrieved, rescuers continue search for daughter's body Cairo: An Egyptian man died while he was attempting to save his
teenaged daughter from drowning in the River Nile near Cairo, ...
Egypt: Man dies in Nile trying to save daughter
The mango groves of Egypt's Ismailia province, normally humming with harvesting activity in July, have been quiet this summer following
an unexpected heat wave that ...
Egypt's Mango Crop Shrivels In Heat Wave
Egyptian authorities released three activists and three journalists Sunday after months in pre-trial detention, officials and lawyers said. The
releases came after U.S. officials, among others, ...
Egypt lets journalists, activists go after US concerns
I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me will never hunger, and whoever believes in me will never thirst.

(John 6:35) ...

Satisfying and Unsatisfying Labor ̶ 18th Sunday in Ordinary Time
An apartment building in the Egyptian capital of Cairo collapsed on Tuesday, killing a man, officials said. Rescue workers who pulled out
the man's body were frantically trying to retrieve his wife ...
Egypt officials: Cairo apartment building collapses; 1 dead
Egypt will ask Interpol to issue an arrest warrant for Mohamed Ali, a construction contractor and an outspoken critic of President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi, as it steps up its crackdown on opposition ...
Egypt to press for arrest of Sisi outspoken critic Mohamed Ali
The Sutra housing project in Cairo has officially commenced Phase 2 of the initiative after the successful completion and inauguration of
the first phase. Phase 2 of Sutra housing project begins in ...
Phase 2 of Sutra housing project begins in Egypt
Islamic Sate group militants ambushed a checkpoint in the restive northern part of Egypt's Sinai Peninsula on Saturday, killing at least five
troops from the security forces, officials said. At least ...
Egypt officials say militants attack kills 5 troops in Sinai
An observatory and a lighthouse form the nexus of this major new investigation of science, religion, and the state in late Ottoman Egypt.
Astronomy, imperial bureaucrats, traditionally educated Muslim ...
Islam, Science, and Empire in Late Ottoman Egypt
Who defines who's Japanese? Identity and the Hafu people in Japan / Hardly seen: The plight of Cameroonian refugees in Nigeria Making
it against all odds: How a school in Croatia puts Roma kids on cou ...
World in Progress: Identities and Survival
Kenya is the fifth richest country in Africa, with much of the wealth concentrated in the hands of a few individuals, a new report has
shown. Revealing an increasing inequality, the Africa 2018 Wealth ...
Kenya ranked fifth richest in Africa
The chair of former President Donald Trump s 2017 inaugural committee pleaded not guilty Monday and said he was
of charges that he secretly lobbied the U.S. on behalf of the United ...

100% innocent

Trump inaugural chair: I m 100% innocent in lobbying case
Last month, the Chinese Communist Party celebrated its centenary with all the internal fanfare you would expect. The party, which has
ruled China since 1949, touted the Twitter congratulations of ...
Biden administration must support religious freedom in China
Basil Street Pizza s automated kitchen in Denver is one of 50 cook-to-order pizza vending machines to roll out in the United States this
year. ( ...
One of the nation s first pizza vending machines is rolling out pies right here in Denver
Israeli Consul General of the Pacific Northwest Dr. Hillel Newman and Zionist Organization of America (ZOA) National President Morton
Klein discussed the ...
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Israel Consul General, ZOA President Discuss Iran in Iranian Americans for Liberty Webinar
Around 5,000 third-country nationals employed by construction giant J&P Overseas in projects in Saudi Arabia said they are now living in
camps like prisoners as their work permits have expired and ...
J&P third-country workers in Saudi Arabia issue new plea for help
The mango groves of Egypt's Ismailia province, normally humming with harvesting activity in July, have been quiet this summer following
an unexpected heat wave that has ruined much of the crop and ...
Heat wave shrivels mango crop for Egypt's farmers
By Malaika Tapper ISMAILIA, Egypt July 29 (Reuters) - The mango groves of Egypt's Ismailia province, normally humming with harvesting
activity in July, have been quiet this summer following an ...
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